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No More Diets!
There is not a
single longterm study that
shows that
weight-loss
dieting is
sustainable
Diets don't work- they really don't

We’ve all heard it. Diets don’t work.
You go on a diet, lose the weight and
maybe even keep it off for a while.
But inevitably, the weight comes
back.
And it's not that you don't have the
"willpower".

Next issue....
Check out the February issue of
this Newsletter "Step 1 to
becoming an Intuitive Eater"
Contact SCW Nutrition:
Sara Creighton-Wiebe, RD /
P.Dt.
450-521-3423
saracwnutrition@gmail.com
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A dieting body is a starving
body
Dieting is a trigger for overeating.
When you diet, you are restricting
food and undereating. Your body is
basically freaking out when you
restrict and undereat. It thinks it is
starving – because, actually, it is.
A dieting body is a starving body.
When you diet, the body compensates
with powerful biological and
psychological mechanisms.

Biological and psychological
responses to dieting

Appetite regulation hormones are
disrupted
Increased drive to eat
Increased cravings
Lowered metabolism
Eating faster
Fear of being hungry
Binging
Preoccupation with food
Irritability

You can no more will your
body to overcome these
powerful mechanisms
than you can will your
blood pressure to go
down.
Diets are harmful & most often
lead to...
o Weight gain!
o Weight cycling
o Increased chronic psychological
stress and cortisol production
o Increased anxiety about weight
o Social anxiety
o Increased feelings of deprivation
o Increased sense of failure
o Stigmatization and discrimination
against overweight individuals
o Eating disorders or disordered
eating
o Increased risk for osteoporosis
o Disrupted fullness cues
o Headaches & fatigue
o Menstrual irregularities
o Dry skin & hair loss

So what's the answer?
Stop the dieting and the
restricting
Give yourself permission to eat
all foods that you enjoy while
being attuned to your hunger and
fullness cues.
Accept your body right now and
put weight on the back burner
Find enjoyable ways to get your
body moving
Make a point of getting more
sleep
Take care of your emotional
needs other than by using food

These are just some of the principles
of "Intuitive Eating"
Check out www.intuitiveeating.org and stay tuned for
my February Newsletter for more on this

Enjoyed this free newsletter? SCW Newsletter is published monthly.
Stay subscribed and you will receive my monthly newsletter for free!

Have questions? Have suggestions for future newsletter topics? I
would love to hear from you!
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Sara Creighton-Wiebe, RD / P.Dt.
450-521-3423
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